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ABOUT
Elaine is an American expat whose MissElaineous Blog showcases life in the
UK through the things it does best:

•
•
•
•

Travel: From city breaks and urban adventures to country escapes and rural
rambles, she firmly believes there is something and some place for everyone to
enjoy.
Nature: From fabulous fossils to incredible wildlife and stunning scenery,
Elaine’s photography seeks to share the UK’s natural beauty with her readers.
History: From ancient stone circles and the Amesbury Archer to Neoclassical
architecture and “Capability” Brown, there is always something new to learn
about the country’s buildings and the people who created them.
Tea: Last but not least, the beverage that powers it all!

Elaine has a PhD in Archaeology and her research investigated how modern technology
can best be used to tell the story of the past. She uses this academic background to
weave information into her writing while keeping the tone light and conversational.
She occasionally publishes the “Dear Meghan” series, tongue-in-cheek letters to a
slightly more famous American expatriate.
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The MissElaineous Blog was re-launched on a new platform in July 2018; it receives an average of 300500 unique views each month.








Dual perspective: Having called the UK home for over a decade, a driving force behind the
MissElaineous Blog is to share this behind-the-scenes view of Britain with American readers. Elaine
also wants to show British readers their country through fresh eyes and help them discover hidden
gems they may have overlooked.
High quality content: Communication and creativity have always been at the heart of Elaine’s
activities, and she seeks to use her writing, photography, and designs to inspire more people to
explore the UK.
Experienced researcher: Familiar with diving into archives as well as in-depth digital sleuthing, Elaine
seeks to ensure accuracy while asking the right questions to add colour and interest to her writing.
Cross promotion: Elaine was named a Keep Britain Tidy #LitterHeroes Ambassador for her Off the
Ground environmental blog (@OffTheGroundOrg: 450; Facebook: 130). Her aim is to highlight the
beauty of the natural world—and do what is necessary to keep it that way!

